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Abstract 
The last decade has seen two methodological advances of particular direct import for the 
theory of finite monoids and indirect import for that of rational languages. The first has been 
the use of categories (considered as “algebras over graphs”) as a framework in which to study 
monoids and their homomorphisms, the second has been the use of implicit operations to study 
pseudovarieties of monoids. Still more recent work has emphasized the role of profiniteness in 
tinite monoid theory. This paper fuses these three topics by means of a general study of profinite 
categories, with applications to C-varieties (pseudovarieties of categories) in general, to those 
C-varieties arising from M-varieties (pseudovarieties of monoids) in particular, to implicit 
operations on categories and to recognizable languages over graphs. 
1991 Math. Subj. Class.: 18B40, 20M50, 22A15, 20E18 
Before discussing the contents of the paper in detail, we provide some brief 
background on each of the three topics mentioned above. In an expository paper [21], 
Tilson argued persuasively that (“small”) categories, considered not as classifying 
constructs, but as algebras over graphs (see Section l), have an important role to play 
in monoid (and semigroup) theory. Developing earlier work by Simon, Knast, Therien 
and others, he introduced the “derived category” of a monoid morphism and through 
his “Derived Category Theorem” showed that this category, and categories in general, 
play a central part in the study of semidirect products of monoids and semidirect 
products of M-varieties, with applications to varieties of languages. Since his paper. 
these techniques have been exploited in many directions, including “general” semi- 
group theory. Further arguments have been made, by Therien in particular, [18, 191 
for a more direct connection with language theory, by means of languages over 
graphs, where the inputs are no longer “linear” words but “branching” paths in 
graphs. (See Section 10). 
The theory of implicit operations on monoids (and on semigroups, indeed on 
universal algebras) was initiated by Reiterman [16] and developed extensively by 
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Almeida (and Azevedo) in a series of papers. The papers of relevance to this one are 
incorporated in his monograph [l], to which all reference will be made herein. For 
each M-variety N and positive integer IZ, the monoid QxN of implicit operations over 
N is used in the same way that free monoids are used for varieties. N is defined by a set 
of pseudo-identities, i.e. formal equations of members of QxN, for various n. Many old 
results may be conveniently interpreted by these means. Deep knowledge of the 
structure of certain monoids of implicit operations had led to new results on M- 
varieties, apparently unobtainable by other means. 
Monoids of implicit operations are naturally endowed with a Boolean (compact 
(Hausdorff) zero-dimensional) topology. As such they are examples of projnite 
monoids, that is inverse (projective) limits of finite monoids. The role of profiniteness, 
while recognized early by Banaschewski [a], was generally obscured until brought 
into the limelight by the (independent) proof of Rhodes’ “Type II Conjecture” by 
Ribes and Zalesskii [17], using well-established techniques of profinite group theory. 
(The translation of Rhodes’ conjecture into these forms was made by Pin and 
Reutenauer [lS]). Deeper investigation has indicated that the theory of profinite 
monoids (and semigroups) may be the best context in which to study the general 
theory, if not the applications, of implicit operations. 
The general study of profinite categories, i.e. inverse limits of systems of finite 
categories, is the main theme, then, of this paper. By restricting to one-vertex 
categories we thereby include a study of profinite monoids (and, by translating to 
“semigroupoids”, a study of profinite semigroups, similarly (Section 11)). Most of our 
general results are obtained under the aegis of the V-profinite completion cv of 
a finite-vertex category C, where V is a C-variety, with specialization to the pseudofree 
category 2; over V, on the finite-vertex graph X, (X* being the free category on X). 
Applications to M-varieties emphasize the further specialization to C-varieties of the 
form gN and 8N, the smallest and largest C-varieties, respectively, associated with 
a given M-variety N. 
The scheme of the paper is as follows. Section 0 contains a brief bibliography 
and topological background. Section 1 introduces graphs and categories, alge- 
braically and topologically, Section 2 varieties of categories and of monoids, C- 
varieties and M-varieties. Section 3 introduces profiniteness in its basic context, that 
of sets, and in the basic context of this paper, that of graphs. In the rest of the 
introduction, V is any C-variety, C is the C-variety of all finite categories and N is any 
M-variety. 
Profinite categories in general, over finite vertex sets, are the topic of Section 4. The 
main theorem there is a characterization of such categories in several ways. They are 
precisely the Boolean categories. Each such is also the inverse limit of the system 
obtained by taking all quotients modulo open congruences, together with the induced 
quotient morphisms. Section 5 focuses on profinite completions. Given any finite- 
vertex category C, its V-proJinite completion ev is the inverse limit of the system of all 
quotients of C belonging to V, together with the induced quotient morphisms. The 
following universal property holds: if 4 : C + D is any morphism to a V-profinite 
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category D then there is a unique continuous morphism 6: c, -+ D such that 
( )$ = 4, where ( ): C + cv is the canonical morphism. 
While profinite completions are the central context of this paper, the most impor- 
tant situation in practice is where C = X*, the free category on the finite-vertex graph 
X. Then _?$ is called the pseudofree category over V, on X. (The terminology 
“pseudofree” was suggested for monoids by Volkov). We prove that 2: is free in the 
category (in the general sense) of V-profinite categories (i.e. inverse limits of members 
of V), with continuous morphisms between them. Then the notions of “content”, 
“support” and “bonded normal form” defined in X* [21] are shown to extend to the 
pseudofree category 8*( = _%E), and to “most” 2:. 
In Section 7 it is shown that the nontrivial C-varieties are precisely the classes of 
finite categories that are defined by bonded pseudo-identities. A pseudo-identity is an 
equation (X; u = v), where X is a finite graph and u and v are coterminal edges in 8*; 
it is “bonded” if X is the union of the supports of u and v and is also strongly 
connected. Section 8 explores the monoid connection in depth. For a one-vertex graph 
X, 2: “is” the pseudofree ( = free profinite) monoid on the edge set of X, over the 
M-variety, MV, comprising the monoids “in” V. This allows specialization of all our 
results to M-varieties. For instance, the main theorem of Section 7 specializes to the 
definability of M-varieties by pseudo-identities [16], (using the isomorphism in 
Section 9). Almost all applications of C-variety results to M-varieties have been via gN 
and GN, comprising respectively, all finite categories that “divide” some monoid in N, 
and all whose local (“loop”) monoids belong to N. Pseudo-identities for [N are easily 
derived from those of N. By means of faithful morphisms q : r?* + f*, where Y is the 
one-vertex graph whose edge set is that of the finite graph X, the pseudo-identities 
satisfied in gN are described in terms of those satisfied in N (Theorem 8.5); there is an 
induced faithful morphism X& -+ Pg. These general results are illustrated by inter- 
preting several known results in this context. It is here (and in Section 10) that future 
applications are most likely to be found. 
In Section 9 we define the category sZxV of implicit operations over V, on X, (in 
a way that corresponds to [l] for one-vertex categories) and prove there exists an 
isomorphism with X$ which, with respect to the “natural” topology on QxV, is also 
a homeomorphism, at least when X is finite. Thus all our results may be interpreted in 
these terms. 
Section 10 begins the study of languages in categories, in these terms. In the 
simplest situation (where V generates the variety of all categories), a set L of edges of 
X* is recognized by a category in V if and only if L is closed, in the topology 
induced from r?:, and L is open in 8* v. Once more, the one-vertex case is the monoid 
theorem of [l]. A connection between languages over graphs that are recognized 
by gN and languages (over sets) that are recognized by N is established for 
certain N. 
Finally, in Section 11 we indicate how almost all our results can be translated from 
categories to semigroupoids (“categories without identity edges”), and from monoids 
to semigroups. 
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0. Preliminaries 
For general background on M-varieties see [14]; for categories as used here see 
[21] and for categories in general see [12]; for a survey of some applications of 
categories to semigroup theory, see [13]; for implicit operations on semigroups and 
monoids see [l]; for topological semigroups see [3]; for profinite groups see [4]. The 
topology that appears herein may be found in any standard book on the subject, e.g. 
[22]; (for an elementary introduction to uniformities see [7]). Some remarks are, 
however, in order here. All spaces will be assumed Hausdorff (automatically true for 
the “profinite” topology); thus “compact” means “compact Hausdorff”. All continu- 
ous mappings between such spaces are closed and, therefore, are quotient maps. 
Considerable use will be made of equivalence relations on topological spaces. Suppose 
p is such a relation on the space X, and X/p has the quotient topology. Since we shall 
only be interested in the situation where X/p is Hausdorff, p will always be closed (as 
a subset of X x X) in the cases of interest. If X is compact then X/p is automatically 
Hausdorff (and compact) when p is closed. The relation p is open if and only if each 
p-class is open in X, if and only if X/p has the discrete topology. If X is compact, p is 
open if and only if it is closed and has finite index. 
A space X is Boolean if it is compact and zero-dimensional (has a basis of clopen 
( = closed and open sets). Equivalently, X is compact and totally disconnected. 
1. Graphs and categories 
A graph G is a pair (V, E) of sets, together with a pair of maps h, t : E --f V. We write 
I/ = I/G, the set of vertices of G, and E = EG, the set of edges of E. For each pair (x, y) 
of vertices of G, G(x, y) denotes the homset or edge set {u E E: ut = x, uh = y}. We 
often write U: x + y instead of u E G(x, y). We may write G(x) for G(x, x), the loop 
graph at x. A subgraph of G is a pair G’ = (V’, E’) with V’ s V, E’ g E and E’h, 
E’t c V’. Call G’fin if G(x, y) L E’ whenever x, y E I”. Any subset of V induces a full 
subgraph in an obvious way. Define an equivalence relation - on V by x - y if there 
are paths (possibly empty) in G from x to y and vice versa. The full subgraphs induced 
by the - -classes of V are the strongly connected (“bonded” in [21]) components of G. 
A (graph) morphism 4 : G --f H is a pair (&, 4r) of maps & : I/G + VH, 4r : EG -P EH 
satisfying h& = 4Eh, t& = 4&. When the context is clear, the subscripts V and 
E may be omitted. The usual terminology for special types of category morphisms will 
be used for graphs also; thus 
(i) $J is quotient if 4” is a bijection and 4E is surjective (and thus surjective on 
homsets, that is, $r maps G(x, y) onto H(x&, y&) for x, y E I/G); 
(ii) 4 is faithful if $r is injective on homsets; 
(iii) 4 is an embedding if 4” and $r are injective; and 
(iv) 4 is an isomorphism if 4” and 4E are bijections. 
Denote the category (in the general sense) of all graphs and graph morphisms by B. 
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Following [21] a (graph) equivalence on the graph G = (V, E) is an equivalence 
relation on E that is contained in the coterminality relation y = hh-’ n tt-’ (whose 
classes are the homsets of G). Thus an equivalence p on G is the disjoint union of 
equivalences on the homsets of G. Denote by A the identity equivalence. The quotient 
graph G/p has V(G/p) = I/G and E(G/p) = (EG)/p, with the induced h and t maps. The 
index of p, ind p, is ) E(G/p)l. The canonical morphism G -+ G/p, which is quotient, will 
also be denoted p. 
If 4 : G + H is a morphism denote by p6 the induced equivalence ps = $E$E ’ n 7. 
We abbreviate G/p4 to G/$X Then there is a faithful morphism 8, : G/4 -+ H such that 
~$8, = 4; if 4 is itself quotient then 0, is an isomorphism and the usual isomorphism 
theorems hold. 
(A more natural definition of equivalence on a graph G might appear to consist of 
a pair of equivalences, one on I/G and one on EG, with the obvious compatibility 
requirements. Although such a definition will appear in passing in Section 3, the 
present one will suffice in the rest of this paper.) 
Let { Gi} iol be a family of graphs, indexed by the set 1. The product graph Z7Gi has as 
vertex set ZZVGi and as edge set IlEGi, where if f E IlEGi then fh is defined by 
i(jh) = (if)h andft is defined similarly. For i E I, denote by Zi the canonical projection 
~Gi + Gi. When all the Gi are isomorphic, to G say, we may write G’ for UGi; then 
T/G’ = (VG)’ and EG’ = (EG)‘. 
A topological graph is a graph G on whose vertex and edge sets (Hausdorff) 
topologies are defined making h and t continuous maps. (That is, G is a graph in the 
category of (Hausdorff) topological spaces): From these hypotheses it immediately 
follows that each homset of G is closed in EG and the coterminality equivalence y is 
closed (in EG x EG). Similarly, each homset is open, and y is open, if and only if I/G 
has the discrete topology. A graph morphism 4 : G --) H is continuous if 4” and 4r are 
continuous. In that case, the induced equivalence pg is closed, similarly. By standard 
topological arguments, the projection G --t G/4 is continuous (where G/4 is given the 
quotient topology), as is the faithful morphism 8, : G/4 + H. If {Gi}i,l is a family of 
topological graphs then flGi is again a topological graph, where VIZGi and EnGi are 
endowed with their respective product topologies, and each projection rti is continuous. 
Let G = (V, E) be a graph. The set DG of composable pairs of G is {(a, v) E E x E: 
uh = vt}. A category is a graph C = (V, E) together with a map m : DC + E such that 
(u, v)mh = vh and (u, v)mt = ut, for (u, v) E D,-, and a map I: V -+ E such that 
Zh = It = lV, saying the axioms: 
if (u, v), (v, w) E DC then ((u, o)m, w)m = (u, (v, w)m)m; 
if u : x -+ y then (xl, u)m = u = (u, yZ)m. 
In practice, we write uv for (u, v)m and 1, for xl. 
A category morphism $J : C + D is a morphism of the underlying graphs such that 
if (u, v) E DC then (uu)+~ = ~4~~4~; 
if x E VC then l&r = lx+“. 
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A subcategory of the category C = (I/, E) is a subgraph (V’, E’) satisfying I/‘Z c E’ 
and (Dcn(E’ x E’))m G E’. 
A congruence on a category C is an equivalence p on the underlying graph that is 
“compatible” with multiplication, i.e. if upu and (a, u), (v, b) E Dc then aub p sub. It is 
easily verified that C/p is a category and that p : C + C/p is a (quotient) category 
morphism. If V is a particular class of categories we say p is a V-congruence if C/p E V. 
If 4 : C -+ D is a category morphism then the induced equivalence pd is a congruence 
and the induced map 0, : C/4 + D is a (faithful) category morphism. For the usual 
isomorphism theorems see [21]. It will be useful to have an explicit statement of the 
following result, not found there. The proof is left to the reader. 
Proposition 1.1 Let 4 : C + D be a morphism of categories and let p be a congruence on 
D. Then the equivalence p’ on C given by up’v if uyv and u4 p v$ is a congruence and 
there is a morphism 4’ : C/p’ --) D/p such that ~‘4’ = 4~. If 4 is faithful then so is 4’. 
If iCi}iel is a family of categories then the product category I7C, has as its 
underlying graph the product graph, with component-wise operations. Each projec- 
tion 7r.i is clearly a category morphism. 
A topological category is a topological graph C = (V, E) that is at the same time 
a category, in such a way that the maps m: Dc + E and I: T/ -+ E are continuous, 
where Dc is endowed with the topology induced from the product topology on E x E. 
Continuity of I, h and t implies that h and t are retractions. Thus, I/ simultaneously has 
the topology induced from E by the topological embedding I and the quotient topology 
induced from E by h (and t). In future, therefore, we shall generally refer only to the 
topology on E. Thus we call C compact if E is compact. Note that since h is continuous, 
V is then necessarily also compact; in addition, each homset is compact, since closed, 
If 4: C + D is a continuous morphism of topological categories then, as noted 
above, p+, is a closed congruence on C. In general, when p is a closed congruence on C, 
C/p need not be a topological category (cf. topological monoids [3, p. 461). However if 
C is compact, a modification of the proof of [3, Theorem 1.5.43 shows that C/p then 
has the requisite property. Thus if 4 is as above, with C compact, C/d is a (compact) 
topological category, pg : C --) C/4 is continuous and i34 :C/4 -+ D is a continuous 
faithful morphism that is a topological embedding on each homset of C/$ (since 
one-one, continuous and closed, each homset being compact). 
If {Ci}iel is a family of topological categories then IZCi is easily verified to be 
a topological category. If each Ci is compact then SO is nCi, by Tychonolf’s theorem. 
Leaving the topological situation, we consider free categories. Let X be a graph. 
The free category X* on X has as vertices those of X and as edges the paths of X, the 
identity edges being the empty paths at the individual vertices. Denote by ix (or just i, 
if the context is clear) the graph morphism i x : X --) X* that is the identity on I/X and 
maps each edge of X to the corresponding path of length one. The free category has 
the usual universal property: if C is a category and 4: X --f C is a graph morphism 
then there is a unique category morphism 4* :X* -+ C such that i&* = 4. 
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The content c(u) of a path u in X is the set of edges of X that appear in U. Denote by 
c the equivalence on X* that identifies coterminal paths of the same content. Then c is 
a congruence, of finite index if X is finite. The support supp(u) of a path u is the 
subgraph of X with edge set c(u) and vertex set all endpoints of edges in c(u); clearly 
supp(u) is the smallest subgraph in which u is a path. 
Following [21, Section 61, a category C is generated by the graph X if C is 
isomorphic to a quotient of X*. Note that the “image” of X in C is a subcategory with 
the property that no proper subcategory of C contains X. Conversely (cf. [21, 
Proposition 6.61) if C contains a quotient of X as a subgraph with this property then 
X generates C. Call C jinitely generated if X may be chosen finite. Note that C is 
finitely generated if and only if it certains a finite subgraph G with the property that no 
proper subcategory of C contains G. 
Finally, we note that monoid theory, both algebraic and topological, is subsumed 
within the theory above: any [topological] category C with just one vertex x (that is, 
a loop category) may be identified with its local [topological] monoid C(x), and clearly 
all [topological] monoids arise this way. Similarly one-vertex, or loop, graphs may be 
identified with sets. 
2. Varieties and C-varieties 
Refer to [21, Sections 9, 10, 13, 143 for an exposition of the content of this section. 
A class V of categories is a uariety if 
(i) V is closed under products; 
(ii) if C E V and 4: C + D is a quotient morphism of categories then D E V; 
(iii) if D E V and 4: C -+ D is a faithful morphism of categories then C E V. 
A category C divides a category D if there are a category E, a quotient morphism 
E + C and a faithful morphism E + D. By [21], V is a variety if and only if it is closed 
under products and division. For any graph X and variety V there is a (relatively),fiee 
category on X in V, namely X$ = X*/ Ed, where =v is the intersection of all 
V-congruences on X*. Then a category C belongs to V if and only if it is a quotient of 
X:, for some X. 
An identity (X; u = tl) of categories consists of a pair of coterminal paths u and c in 
some graph X. A category C satis$es (X; u = v) if uf‘* = z;.f* for everyfE $7(X, C). 
Given a set C = (Xi; Ui = Ui}is~ of identities and a variety V, V(C) consists of all 
members of V that satisfy every identity in C. Then V(C) is a variety, dejned (within V) 
by these identities. In fact, every variety is defined by a set of identities (within the 
variety of all categories). Moreover, every nontrivial variety is defined by bonded path 
identities. (An identity (X; u = u) is a path identity if X = supp(u)usupp(v), and is 
bonded if X is strongly connected.) 
Although varieties of categories will arise in the sequel, the emphasis will be on 
C-carieties. A C-variety, or pseudovariety, of categories is a class ofjnite categories 
that is closed underjnite products and division. We denote the C-variety of all finite 
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categories by C. The C-variety of all trivial categories (those with at most one edge 
between any two vertices) is denoted I. 
Let Z = {(X,; u, = un)} be a sequence of identities. A finite category C eventually (or 
ultimately) satisfies C if there exists N 2 1 such that C satisfies (X,; u, = v,) for all 
n 2 N. Given C and a C-variety V, V(C) consists of all members of V that eventually 
satisfy C. Again, every C-variety has the form C(C) for such a sequence C. Examples of 
such descriptions may be found in [21, Section 141; see also Section 7. In fact, once 
more C may be assumed to consist of bonded path identities. 
If V is a C-variety we denote by Var(V) the variety of categories which it generates. 
By abuse of notation, we abbreviate X&r(V) to XG. 
On any category C, the V-congruences form a lattice, denoted Con vC, a filter in the 
lattice of all congruences on C. Abbreviate Con& to Con C. 
An M-variety, or pseudovariety of monoids, is a class of finite monoids that is 
closed under finite products, quotients and submonoids. Similarly to the above, 
M-varieties are the classes of finite monoids eventually defined by identities over the 
free monoids A* on various sets A. Denote by M and 1 the M-varieties of all finite 
monoids and of all trivial monoids, respectively. The M-variety of semilattices is 
denoted J 1. 
Given any C-variety V, the class MV of all local monoids of categories in V forms 
an M-variety. Under the correspondence between loop categories and monoids, MV 
clearly corresponds to the class of all loop categories in V. However, MV, or an 
M-variety in general, is not a C-variety itself, since it is not closed under category 
division. Given any M-variety N, two C-varieties are naturally associated with it: gN 
comprises all finite categories that divide some monoid in N; 8N comprises all finite 
categories all of whose local monoids belong to N. It is easily seen that gN and 8N are, 
respectively, the least and greatest C-varieties V such that MV = N. In general, 
gN # k’N. For instance, gl = I, the C-variety of trivial categories; but 81 is the 
C-variety of locally trivial categories. An M-variety N for which gN = 8N is called 
local. For example, M itself is local. Less obviously, J1 is local. 
Similar terminology, notation and examples apply to varieties of monoids. 
3. Profinite sets and graphs 
Much of this section may be found in [S]. Let (I, I ) be a directed set. An inverse 
system on I in a category %? (in the “traditional” sense of the term now) consists of 
a family {Ci}isl of objects of %? together with a family {rij: Si -+ Sj}i~j of morphisms of 
% SatiSfyhg (i) 71ii = lci and (ii) 7lij~rjk = ~ik, whenever i 2j 2 k in I. Denote such 
a system by {Ci; xij}. A n inverse (or projective) limit of this system is an object C of 
%? together with a family (Zi : C + Ci}isl of morphisms of w such that ZiZij = Zj, i 2 j 
in I, satisfying the following property: if B is an object of 9 and { 5i : B + Ci}i~, is 
a family of morphisms in %? such that 5i~ij = tj, i >j in I, then there exists a unique 
morphism 5: B + C in %? such that <ni = ti, i E I. When an inverse limit exists, it is 
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unique, up to equivalence, and we denote it (l@ Ci, rci) or, simply, I@ Ci. See [ 123 for 
hypotheses on V that ensure inverse limits exist. We shall not need such generalities. 
In the case of the category of topological spaces, the inverse limit li,m Ti of an inverse 
system { Ti, Zii} is the subspace { f~ nTi: (if)nij = jf, i 2 j in I} of the product space 
ZITi, together’with the restriction of the projections {xi: nTi + Ti}i,r. By assumption 
(Section 0), each Ti is Hausdorff, SO l@ Ti is a closed subspace; when each Ti is 
compact then l@ Ti is compact and nonempty. Note that if each “ij is surjective, so is 
each Zi, in that case. If each Ti is Boolean then SO is I@ Ti. The topology on l@-i Ti is 
the weak (or initial) topology induced by the maps {ni}is,. Thus { Urr; ‘: U open in 
Ti, i E I) is a basis of its open sets. 
Inverse systems of sets appear in this context as inverse systems of discrete 
topological spaces. The compact case then yields inverse systems offinite sets. A set is 
projinite if it is the inverse limit of such a system (in the category of sets). From the 
remarks above, every profinite set is endowed with a Boolean topology. Conversely, 
by considering its lattice of open equivalences, every Boolean space has a carrier set 
that is profinite. Note that a basis of open sets consists of the inverse images of points 
under the projections. 
Now consider an inverse system (Gi; ~ij) in the category of topological graphs. Let 
I@ VGi and li@ EGi be the inverse limits of the associated inverse systems, in the 
category of topological spaces. It is clear that (li@ V’Gi, I@ EGi) is a subgraph of 17Gi 
and is therefore (isomorphic to) l@ Gi. If each Gi is nonempty and compact [Boolean] 
then l&n Gi is nonempty and compact [Boolean]. A pro$nite graph is the inverse limit 
of an inverse system ojfinite graphs (topologized discretely). By the preceding remarks, 
every profinite graph is Boolean. Conversely, every Boolean graph is profinite (con- 
sider all open “equivalences” on the graph, in the alternative sense mentioned in 
Section 1). 
Finally, let {CL; rtij} be an inverse system in the category of topological categories. 
Then l@Ci exists as a topological graph and it is easily verified that lip Ci is 
a subcategory of the product nCi. Thus li@ Ci is again a topological category. 
4. Profinite categories 
We first summarize from the preceding section. Let { Ci, rtij} be an inverse system of 
topological categories. Then l&n Ci is a (possibly empty) topological category C with 
I/C = l@ I/Ci = {f~ UT/Ci: (if)(Zi)V = jf, i 2 j> and EC = 1~ ECi = {f~ nECi: 
(if)(ni)E = jf i 2 j}, the operations and the topology are induced from IIC, and the 
morphisms ni: C --f Ci, i E I, are the restrictions to C of the projections llCi + Ci. 
A category C is projinite if it is the inverse limit of an inverse system of ,finite 
categories (topologized discretely). Since its underlying graph is a profinite graph, C is 
then a Boolean category. Its topology, the projinite topology, is the weak topology for 
the family {ni}i,l; thus the inverse images of individual vertices and edges of the 
categories Ci under ni, i E I, form a basis for the topology on I/C and EC, respectively. 
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In view of the applications we have in mind, in the sequel all graphs will be assumed 
to have finitely many vertices: thus the term finite-vertex graph (or category). Thus 
the vertex spaces of all topological categories C will be discrete; by the remarks in 
Section 1, each homset is then clopen and the coterminality congruence y is clopen. It 
follows, also, that Dc is clopen. (Although some of our theorems remain true under 
weaker hypotheses, difficulties arise that make the general theory considerably 
more complex). 
We now describe profinite categories in several useful ways. Call an inverse system 
{ Ci; rrij} of graphs quotient if each 71ij is quotient. In that case we shall identify all the 
vertex sets ~/ci with V(l@ Ci), when convenient. The next theorem was proved jointly 
with Pustejovsky. 
Theorem 4.1. The following are equivalent for a finite-vertex category C: 
(a) C is profinite; 
(b) C is a Boolean category; 
(c) C is a compact category in which the intersection of all open congruences is A; 
(d) C is a compact category, topologically isomorphic with the inverse limit of the 
inverse quotient system {C/p; o/p} consisting of the quotients C/p by open congruences 
on C and the family of quotient morphisms u/p: C/p --f CJa, p G o open congruences 
on C; 
(e) C is the inverse quotient limit of some inverse system ofjnite categories. 
Proof. The implication (a) * (b) was proved above, (d) + (e) * (a) is trivial. The 
proofs of(b) * (c) * (d) parallel closely those for topological monoids [3, Theorems 
2.24 and 2.261 and we outline them only. Let C be a Boolean category and consider 
the family (pi>, say, of all open congruences on C. Since C is compact, each quotient 
C/pi is finite. Let s, t be distinct coterminal edges of C. By zero-dimensionality of EC, 
s has a clopen neighbourhood K that does not contain t. Let go be the equivalence on 
EC whose classes are K and its complement; let o = go n y. Since y is clopen and K is 
clopen, o is an open equivalence on C. Similarly to the situation in semigroup theory, 
the greatest congruence on C that is contained in o is rrc = ((u, v) E EC x EC: 
(aub, avb) E o for all a, b E EC such that (a, u), (a, v), (u, b), (v, b) E DC). 
We need some general results on topological categories. Let B be any category and 
let X, Y, Z c EB. Consider the set W = {w E EB: XwY G Z}, where the product of 
two sets of edges consists of the products of all appropriate composable pairs. 
Similarly to [3, Theorem 1.31, if B is a topological category and Z is closed then W is 
closed; and if X and Y are compact and Z is open then W is open. We apply this to the 
category C x C of the previous paragraph. Let A denote the identity equivalence on C. 
Thus A is closed, and therefore compact, in C x C. Now crc = {(u, v) E E(C x C): 
A(u, v)A E o} and so since CJ is open, 8 is open. We have thus obtained an open 
congruence that separates the given edges s and t, completing the proof of 
(b) * (c). 
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The proof of(c) * (d) is exactly parallel to that of [3, Theorem 2.2.41. There is an 
obvious categorical isomorphism of C into l&n C/p and compactness guarantees that 
this morphism is surjective (on EC) and is a homomorphism. 0 
If C is the inverse limit of (Ci; Xij}, say, with projections 71i: C + Ci, i E I, we denote 
the associated congruences pn, on C by -i and denote the congruence class of an edge 
u by [U]i, i E 1. The family of such classes is a base for the topology. The following 
observation will prove useful. 
Lemma 4.2. Let C he a$nite-vertex projinite category, C = h&n { Ci, Xij}, say. Any open 
equivalence on C contains “i for some i E I. 
Proof. Since p is open, each p-class is open in EC and is therefore the union of certain 
basic open sets [Uj]i,. Hence EC is also the union of such sets and, by compactness, 
a union of finitely many such. From directedness of I, there exists i such that wi is 
contained in the intersection of the corresponding “j’s. Then each p-class is a union 
Of -i-Classes, i.e. -i C p. 
In fact, the congruences -i, i E I, from a uniformity base on C (i.e. on EC,) and C is 
a uniform space, the corresponding uniform topology being just the profinite one. (By 
compactness there is only one such uniformity on C, whatever the base.) As a conse- 
quence of compactness, C is a complete uniform space, i.e. every Cauchy filter (or 
Cauchy net) in EC converges. In particular, every Cauchy sequence converges. 
Proposition 4.3. Let C be ajinite-vertex projinite category, C = 1% {Ci, ~ij}, say, over 
the directed set I. Let {at,,} be a sequence in EC. Then 
(9 {u,, ’ is Cauchy ifand only iffor each i E I, eventually u, lies in a -i-class of EC; 
(ii) lima, = u E EC if and only iffor each i E I, eventually u, E [u]i. 
Proof. Immediate from the definitions. 0 
In case I is countable then the profinite topology is second countable and, by 
Urysohn’s theorem, metrizable. Metrics will be considered further in succeeding 
sections. 
According to (d) of Theorem 4.1, a “canonical” choice for I, and thus for a uniform- 
ity base, is OCon C, the lattice of open congruences on C. (More generally, let 
OConvC denote the lattice of open V-congruences on C). A base for the topology 
consists of the equivalence classes [u], of EC, p E OCon C, the projections rc,, being in 
this case the quotient morphisms p : C + C/p, (so that -p = p). Proposition 4.3 then 
takes an especially simple form: the sequence {u”} is Cauchy if and only if for each 
p E OCon C, eventually u, lies in a p-class; and limu, = u if and only if for each 
p E OCon C, eventually u, p u. 
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By analogy with the discussion toward the end of Section 1, we say a profinite 
category C is profinitely generated by a graph Y if C contains some quotient X of Y as 
a subgraph in such a way that no proper closed subcategory of C contains X. If C is 
vertex-finite then necessarily T/C = I/X. Call C Jinitely projnitely generated if it 
contains a finite subgraph in such a way. 
5. Profinite completions of categories 
Let V be a C-variety of categories. A category is V-projnite if it is an inverse limit of 
categories from V. 
Theorem 5.1. The following are equivalent for a category C: 
(a) C is V-projnite; 
(b) C is projinite and every open congruence on C is a V-congruence; 
(c) C is a compact category and r)OConvC = A; 
(d) C is an inverse quotient limit of categories from V. 
Proof. (a) 3 (b). Let C = I@ { Ci, ~ij), with projections pi and associated congruences 
-i. Clearly, C is profinite. By Lemma 4.2, any open congruence contains yi, for some 
i. Hence CJp is a quotient of C/ Ni. But C/ -i divides C’i and SO belongs to V, whence 
c/p E v. 
(b) * (c). This is immediate from Theorem 4.1. 
(c) * (d). The proof of (d) + (e) in Theorem 4.1 applies to any family of open 
congruences on C with intersection A. 
(d) * (a). Obvious. 0 
Proposition 5.2. Let C and D be finite-vertex topological categories and 4: C -+ D 
a continuous morphism. 
(i) If D is V-projinite, C is compact and 4 is faithful then C is V-projnite. Thus 
closed subcategories of V-projinite categories are V-projinite. 
(ii) If C is projnite and D is V-projinite then C/4 is V-profinite. 
(iii) If 4 is a quotient morphism, C is V-projinite and D is projinite then D is 
V-projinite. 
Proof. (i) Let p be any open V-congruence on D. According to Proposition 1.1, 
P’ = {(u, 0) E Y: U4PV$) IS a congruence on C and there is a faithful morphism 
C/p’ -+ D/p. Thus C/p’ E V. (Note that since VC is finite, C/p’ is necessarily finite.) 
Further, p’ = ~(4 x 4)-‘ny is open. Finally, since by Theorem 5.1 nCon VD = A, 
nOConvC = A, by faithfulness. Thus, by Theorem 5.1 once more, C is V-profinite. 
(ii) As observed in Section 1, since C is compact, C/$J is a compact category. Now 
apply (i) to the continuous faithful morphism 6, : C/4 + D. 
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(iii) Here D %’ C/p4, where ps is closed. Any open congruence r on D has the form 
a/p+ for some open congruence [T on D. By Theorem 5.1, C-J is a V-congruence, whence 
so is z. By Theorem 5.1 once more, D is V-profinite. 0 
Now let C be an arbitrary finite-vertex category. Similarly to the discussion of open 
congruences in the previous section, the lattice ConvC of V-congruences on C is 
a directed set under 2 and thus {C/p: p E Con vC}, together with the family {a/p: p, 
g E Con vC, p E O} forms an inverse quotient system in V, denoted briefly by {C/p. 
~~~~~~~~~~ or just {C/P; O/P). 
The V-projnite completion Cv of C is the inverse limit of this system {C/p; a/p). 
The projections are rep: CV -+ C/p, with associated congruences mP, p E ConvC. 
Clearly VCv = T/C; edges in Cv will be denoted u = (a,} where for each p E ConvC, 
up E C/p. If V = C then we obtain the profinite completion of C, denoted C. 
Throughout the balance of this section V denotes an arbitrary C-variety. 
Denote by ( )v~, or simply ( ), the canonical morphism C + CV. That is, if u E EC, the 
p-component of (u) is up, p E Con vC. (Since ( ) is the identity on vertices, we will 
ignore it.) In general ( ) is neither faithful nor quotient. Note that pc ) = 0 Con vC, so 
( ) is an embedding if and only if C is “residually in V”. 
The morphism ( ) induces a map, which we again denote ( ), from the equivalences 
on C to those on (C), namely (p) = {((u), (u)): (u, u) E p}. We can also consider (p) as 
a relation on Cv. If p is a congruence on C then (p) is a congruence on (C) such that 
C/p r (C)/(p). We now consider equivalences and congruences on Cv itself. For any 
relation r on Cv denote by t(c) its restriction to (C) x (C). 
Theorem 5.3. Let C be a finite-vertex category. 
(a) Each open equivalence t on CV is the closure of ztc,, and zcc) = (p) for some 
equivalence p on C that contains a V-congruence; 
(b) For any V-congruence p on C, (p) = -p. Conversely any open congruence 7 on 
Cv has this form for some V-congruence p on C such that (p) = z~,-,. 
(c) Hence the maps p -+ (p) + -P yield Con& z Con v(C) g OCon Cv. 
Proof. We use the notational conventions of Section 4. In particular, note that for 
p E Con vC, Cvl -P r C/p under the map [a], + up. 
(a) Let r be an open equivalence on Cv. By Lemma 4.2, 7 2 wp for some 
p E Con vC. Thus 71 wfi is an equivalence on Cv/ -P and there is some equivalence p on 
C containing p such that for u, v E E&T, [u],z/ -P [v], in Cv/ -,, if and only if u, p/p D, 
in C/p. 
Let u, v E ECv and suppose (u, v) E 7. Let U be an open neighborhood of (u, v) in 
ECv x ECv. Then U contains an open neighbourhood of (u, a) of the form [ula x [u& 
for some IX, p E Con vC. Let ye = pnanf?. Then u,, = U’V, V~ = v’q for some u’, u’ E EC, 
whence u -,, (u’), v -1 (v’) and ((u’), (v’)) E [U&X [vls G U. From (u, u) E 7 we have 
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[IA], t/ -,, [u],,, uq p/q r:,! and (u’q) p/y (c’p1), whence u’pc’ and ((u’), (E’)) E p. It follows 
that U meets p. Hence T G (p). 
On the other hand, let s. t E EC. Then 
((4, (t)) E (P) * (s, t) E P 
-(SK 04 E PIP in Cl11 
e( CWI,, C(t)l,) E 4 7 in Cd 7 
- ((s), (0) E z. 
Hence (p) = z(e), (p) c z and (p) G t = r (every open equivalence being closed). 
Thus m = z. 
(b) Let p E Con vC. From the definition it is immediate that (p) is the restriction of 
-p to (C). BY (4, rry = m. Conversely, let r be an open congruence on Cv (whence 
a V-congruence, by Theorem 5.1). Then rcc, is a V-congruence on (C) and so p is 
a V-congruence on C, where (p) = zcc) and (p) = T, by (a). 
(c) The former isomorphism follows from the fact that pc ) = nConvC, the latter 
from (b). 0 
It follows from the theorem that the image (C)v of C in Cv is dense. This can be seen 
more transparently from the following. 
Lemma 5.4. Let C he u jinite-vertex category and let B G EC. Then (B) = {u E Eev: 
k’p E Con vC, up = bp ,for some b E Bj. 
Proof. Let u E Cv. Then 
u E (I?) o [u],) meets (B) Vp E Con vC 
Q [u], = [(b)], for some b E B, k’~ E Con VC 
o u, = bp for some b E B, Vp E Con vC. 
Corollary 5.5 The image (C)v of C in cv is dense. 
Corollary 5.6 If C is generated by a graph X then CV is projinitely generated by X. 
Thus if C is ,jnitely generated then cv is finitely profinitely generated. 
Proof. By the remarks in Section 1, C contains some quotient Y of X as a subgraph in 
such a way that no proper subcategory of C contains it. Let D be a closed subcategory 
of Cv containing (Y)v. Then D n(C), is a subcategory of (C)v containing (Y)v and its 
complete inverse image in C is a subcategory (since ( ) is bijective on vertices) 
containing Y. Hence on(C)” = (C)v. Since (C), is dense, D = cv. q 
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We now turn to the universal properties of Cv. It was noted in Section 4 that Cv is 
a uniform space with OCon Cv a uniformity base. Thus (C) carries an induced uniform 
structure, namely that generated by the restrictions of open congruences on Cv to (C). 
By Theorem 5.3, OCon Cv = ( -p: p E Con v}; since -P restricts to (p), a uniformity 
base for (C) is just (Con vC) = {(p): p E Con vC}. 
Theorem 5.7. Let C be a finite-vertex category and let 4 : C + D be a morphism to 
a V-profinite category. Then there exists a unique continuous morphism 4 : c, -+ D such 
that ( )$ = 4. Further, tf D E V then p4 = -Pe. 
Proof. Factor 4 as pe8$, where p6 : C + C/I$ and 8, : C/4 --* D. By the argument in the 
proof of Proposition 5.2(i), fi C on “(C/4) = A, whence p4 contains pc , = () Con vC. 
Thus there is a morphism I$’ :(C) + D such that ( )$’ = 4. A base for the uniformity 
on D is OCon D. Let r E OCon D and consider p+ the V-congruence on C induced by 
4~ : C -+ D/z. A straightforward calculation shows that ~(4’ x @)- ’ = (p+) E 
(Con vC). Hence 4’ is uniformly continuous. By Corollary 5.5 (C) is dense in Cv. Since 
Cv is complete, 4’ extends uniquely to a continuous morphism $: CV + D, so that 
( )J = 6 
Now suppose D E V. By the usual argument, p$ is open. Ifs, t E EC then (s)$ = (t)$ 
if and only if sQ, = t& that is, (ps) is the restriction of 4 to (C). By Theorem 5.3, 
pa =-P*. 0 
Proposition 5.8. Let W be a C-subvariety of V. For any finite-vertex category C, 
CW g Cv/p, where the closed congruence p is nOConwCv. 
Proof. Define a morphism $ from Cv to Cw by “restriction”, i.e if u E ECv, let 
(ut,k), = up for all p E Con wC (and as the identity map on VCv = VC). Now for 
u, v E EC”, u$ = u$ if and only if up = up for all p E Con WC, i.e. u -pv for all 
p E Con wC. But by Theorem 5.3, such congruences -p are precisely the open 
W-congruences on Cv. 0 
We return now to the topic of convergence, introduced in Section 4. Since Cv is 
complete and (C) is a dense subset, Cv is its completion: every element of ECv is the 
limit of some Cauchy filter (or net) in (C). In applications C will be finitely generated, 
i.e. C z X*/p for some finite graph X and some congruence on X (see Section 1). Since 
ConX* is countable, Con C is countable whence, by Theorem 5.3, OCon Cv is 
countable. As the topology on Cv is then first countable, every element of Cv is the 
limit of a sequence in (C). The next result follows from Proposition 4.3 and Theorem 5.3. 
Proposition 5.9. Let C be ajnitely generated category, let {u,,} be a sequence in EC and 
u E ECv. Then 
(4 ((uJ> is C auc h y in Cv if and only for each p E Con vC, eventually u, lies in some 
p-class of C; 
(ii) lim(u,) = u if and only iffor each p E Con&, eventually u,p = up. 
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As also remarked in Section 4, countability of OCon C actually makes cv metriz- 
able. A specific metric may be defined as follows. For u, o E cv first define 
r(u, u) = 
m if u=v 
min { 1 EC/pj: up # up}, otherwise; 
and then 
d(u, u) = 
0 if u=c’ 
_ 2 I(U,D) otherwise. 
Since we shall not make explicit use of this metric we merely state its properties, the 
proofs being straightforward. (Note that when C is not finitely generated, Cv may not 
be metrizable.) 
Theorem 5.10. Let C be afinitely generated category. Then d is an ultrametric on ECV 
with the property that ifu, v, w E EC” and uw, VW are dejined then d(uw, VW) I d(u, u), 
and dually. The topology induced by d coincides with the projinite topology. 
In fact, a similar metric can be defined on any finitely profinitely generated category 
(as a consequence of results in Section 6). 
6. Pseudofree categories 
Throughout this section V is a C-variety and X is a finite-vertex graph. The 
pseudofree category on X, over V, is the V-profinite completion X$ of the free category 
X* on X. Alternative names for this category, to be justified in the sequel, are the 
V-free projinite category on X and the category of implicit operations on V over X (see 
Section 9). If V = C we write X* and call it the pseudofree category on X (or free 
projnite category on X). 
Proposition 6.1. This image (X*)v of X* in X\“; under the canonical morphism is 
isomorphic to the free category X&V) in the variety Var(V) generated by V. 
Proof. As remarked in Section 5, pc )v = nConvX*. According to Section 2, the 
Var(V)-free category X&,(v) is X*/ -vartv), where =Var(v) is the intersection of the 
Var(V) congruences on X*. But any member of Var(V) is a quotient of a subcategory 
of a product of members of V, so that any Var(V)-congruence contains the intersec- 
tion of some family of V-congruences. Hence -var(v) = nConvX* and 
(X*)v g XL(V). 0 
As an aside, we dispose of the situation where V is jinitely generated, i.e. generated 
by some finite set of (finite) categories. 
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Corollary 6.2. Suppose V is finitely generated and X is finite. Then X$ r X&). 
Proof. By a standard argument (e.g. [21, Proposition 11.11) in this case X&v) is 
finite. Applying the proposition, (X*)v is finite and by Corollary 5.5, dense, whence all 
of rz;. 0 
As in Section 2 we shall in future denote X&v), and similarly (X*)v, by XG, By the 
proof of the proposition, Con v X: 2 Con v X*, so that r?$ is indeed the V-profinite 
completion of XG, as the notation suggests. In particular, a proof similar to that for 
monoids shows that Var(C) consists of all categories. Hence Xc E X* and 
( ) : X* -+ 8* is an embedding. 
The terminology “V-free profinite category” is justified by the main theorem of this 
section. 
Theorem 6.3. Let f~ 3(X, C) (that is, f: X --+ C is a graph morphism), where C is 
V-profinite. Then there exists a unique continuous morphism f*:Xc + C such that 
ix( )f=f 
Proof. There exists a unique morphismf* : X* + C. Now apply Theorem 5.7 (denot- 
ingf** byf^). 0 
Theorem 6.4. Let C be a finite-vertex profinite category. The following are equivalent: 
(a) C is V-profinite; 
(b) there is a continuous quotient morphism 2: + C, for somefinite-vertex graph X; 
(c) C is topologically isomorphic with X$/p for some finite-vertex graph X and some 
closed congruence p on 2;. 
Zf C is finitely profinitely generated then the graphs X in (b) and (c) may be assumed 
finite. 
Proof. (a) + (b): Suppose C is V-profinite, profinitely generated by some graph Y, 
say, in the sense of Section 4. Then C contains some quotient X, say, of Y in such 
a way that no proper closed subcategory of C contains X. The embedding X + C 
extends to a continuous morphism 4 :X$ + C, bijective (in fact the identity map) on 
vertices. Then the image of X$ is a subcategory of C (cf. [21, Proposition 6.61) which is 
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compact, since r?G is, whence closed and therefore C itself. Hence $ is a (categorical) 
quotient morphism. 
(b) * (c): Clear from the isomorphism theorems. 
(c) + (a): This follows from Proposition 5.2 (iii). 
The final statement is clear from the proof. 0 
Note by Corollary 5.6 that X$ itself is finitely profinitely generated if X is finite. 
Theorem 6.5. Let C be a jinite category. The following are equivalent: 
(a) CE V; 
(b) there is a continuous quotient morphism 2; -+ C for some finite graph X; 
(c) C is (topologically) isomorphic with 8G/p for some jinite graph X and open 
congruence p on 2;. 
Proof. (a) * (b): Apply the previous theorem. 
(b) * (c): Again clear (recalling that the open congruences on 2:: are the closed 
congruences of of finite index). 
(c) * (a): By Theorem 6.4, C is V-profinite. Since finite, C E V. 0 
An important instance of Theorem 6.4 is r?* w, where W is a C-subvariety of V. By 
Proposition 5.8, X& g X$/p, where p = n OCon w X* v. By analogy with the notation 
for free categories in varieties we denote this congruence -w. 
According to Theorem 5.10, if X is finite then 2: carries a natural metric. We shall 
say no more on this, save in Section 9. 
In the remainder of this section we study X* itself, for ajinite graph X. In view of 
the remarks following Proposition 6.1, we will identify X* with its image (X*) in 8*. 
Since c is a congruence of finite index on X*, we may associate with any u E Eg* the 
element U, E EX*/c. More concretely, since X* is the completion of X* there is 
a sequence (u,) in X* with limit U. By Proposition 5.9, eventually U, = u,c. Thus we 
may dejne its content UC to be that limiting subset of EX*. Clearly UC = uc if and only 
if u, = uc, that is, u -<o. The support supp(u) of u E EW4 is defined similarly. (A 
well-known result of Simon (e.g. [21, p. 1483) asserts that c = =gJ, = E/~,. Thus the 
content is well defined in 2: whenever J1 G V.) 
A similar argument may be applied to Tilson’s bonded normalform ([21, Section 71). 
An edge e is a transition edge of X if there is no path in X from eh to et. The bonded 
normal form of u E EX* (with respect to X) is the unique factorization 
u = U(glUl . . . t,u,, r 2 0, where each ti is a transition edge of X and each Ui belongs to 
a strongly connected (“bonded”) component of X. By [21, Proposition 7.71, the 
equivalence r on X* identifying coterminal paths having the same set of transition 
edges of X is -/i, the least locally trivial congruence on X*, and has finite index. 
Let u E Eli* and let {Us) be a sequence in X* with limit u. Eventually u, = U,,T and 
thus eventually u, has bonded normal form u, = unOtl unl . . . t*u,,, say, (with the same 
transition edges t,, . . . , t,). By compactness, each sequence (Uni} has a convergent 
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subsequence, so we may assume {un> is such that each u, has the specified form and 
limu,i = Ui, say, 0 I i I r. By continuity of multiplication, u = noti . . . t*u,. This 
equation defines the bonded normalform of u E Ez*; note that each Ui E EW* but each 
ti E EX. 
Now suppose v E Ez*, limv, = v, v, = v,,~s~ . . . s~v,,~ and v = vOsl . spvp, sim- 
ilarly. As with the content argument, u -rv if and only if u, = v,, if and only if 
eventually U, and v, traverse the same set (therefore the same sequence) of transition 
edges of X, i.e. p = r and si = ti, 1 I i I r. 
To prove uniqueness of uO, . . , u,, put u = v and let Q be a finite-index congruence 
on X*. Consider the congruence p’ on X* that is generated by the restrictions of p n c 
to each of the local monoids of X*. In the terminology of [9, Section 31, p’ is locally 
generated. Further, p’ has finite index. For, any w E EX* can be factored as 
w = a,blal . . . b mam, m 2 0, where each ai is a loop (possible an identity), no bi 
is a loop and the contents of the factors are mutually disjoint. (Let a,, be the 
longest initial segment of w (possibly 1) that is a loop; if w # aO, let bl be the segment 
of w following ao, ending at the first new vertex of w that is repeated, if any, or at 
wh if none. Iterate, if necessary). Since X is finite, there are only finitely many such 
sequences bl, . . . , b,; and since p nc has finite index, p’ has finite index on each 
local monoid of X*. Eventually, therefore, u, p’v,. Since p’ G c, we apply [9, 
Proposition 3.3(i)] to deduce that, eventually, Unip’vni, whence Unipvni, for each i. 
Hence Ui - p vi for each such p, i.e. ui = Vi, for each i. We have therefore proven the 
following. 
Proposition 6.6. If X is a jinite graph then each u E Eg* has a well-dejned 
bonded normal form, with respect to X: u = u. tlul t u ... I ,, where each ti is a transition 
edge of X and the support of each ui is contained in a strongly connected component 
ofX. 0 
Similarly to the content, the bonded normal form is well defined in X$, as long as 
V contains J1. 
7. Defining C-Varieties by pseudo-identities 
Throughout this section, X will be a jinite graph. (In view of Theorem 6.5, this 
suffices for our purposes.) A pseudo-identity over X is a formal equation (X; u = r), 
where u, v are coterminal edges of 8*. A finite category C satisfies (X; u = v) if for 
every f E 9(X, C), uf= vf: where f*:X* + C is the unique continuous extension of 
f defined in Theorem 6.3 (cf. Section 2). Note that any f E 9(X, C) first extends 
uniquely to f * :X* + C, with associated congruence ps*. There is a unique faithful 
morphism 0,* : X*/ps* -+ C such that pf*flf* = f *. By Theorem 5.7, f* =p and 
pi = -p,*. 
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Lemma 7.1. The following are equivalent for a jnite category C: 
(a) C satisfies (X; u = v); 
(b) for all f E 9(X, C), up,, = VP,,; 
(c) u, = up for every p E ConX* such that there is a faithful morphism X*/p + C. 
A 
Proof. (a) e (b): Let f E 9(X, C). Then uf = vf^ if and only if upfu. By the observation 
above, this is equivalent to u -p,.v, which in turn is equivalent to up,. = up,.. 
(b) o (c): Clearly (c) implies (b). Conversely, given p as in (c) and a faithful 
morphism 8: X*/p + C, let f = ix ~8: X + C. Then f * = p0 and pf* = p, giving 
(c). 0 
Observe that since there are finitely many congruences as in (c) of the lemma, there 
is a single finite-index congruence p, say, on X* such that C satisfies (X; u = v) if and 
only if up = v~. 
Let C be a set of pseudo-identities. It is routine to check that the class C(C) of all 
finite categories that satisfy every member of C is a C-variety, that defined by C. 
A C-variety V satisfies C if every member of V satisfies every member of C. Clearly 
C(C) satisfies E. 
Proposition 7.2. The following are equivalent for a C-variety V: 
(a) V satisfies (X; u = v); 
(b) up = cp for every p E ConvX*; 
(c) uov for every open V-congruence o on rZ*; 
(d) (u, v) E =v, in the terminology introduced following Theorem 6.5. 
Proof. (a) o (b): Apply (a) o (c) of the lemma (noting that if C E V then X*/p E V.) 
(b) o (c): Apply Theorem 5.3(c). 
(c) o (d): This is the content of the cited paragraph. 0 
Theorem 7.3. The C-varieties are precisely the classes offinite categories defined by sets 
of pseudo-identities. 
Proof. One direction was indicated above. Conversely, let V be a C-variety, let C be 
the set of all pseudo-identities satisfied in V and let W = C(C). Clearly, V c W. So let 
C E W and write C z X*/p for some finite graph X and congruence p on X*. Let 
U, v E EX* and suppose (u, v) E EV. By Proposition 7.2, V satisfies (X; u = v), whence 
C satisfies the same pseudo-identity and, applying Lemma 7.1, up = up. Hence 
=v E mP and -,/ =v is an open congruence on X*/ =v = 2: whose quotient is 
rz*/ -p E C. By Theorem 6.5, C E V, yielding V = W. 0 
We now use the bonded normal form developed in Section 6 to improve Theorem 
7.3. Tilson [21, Section lo] showed that every identity is equivalent to a finite number 
of “bonded path identities” (defined below) and every nontrivial C-variety is therefore 
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eventually defined by sequences of such identities. We will use the details of his proof. 
As in Section 6, we identify X* with its image in X*. 
Let u, u E EX*, coterminal. The pseudo-identity (X; u = 2;) is bonded if X = 
supp(u)usupp(u) an X is strongly connected. (When restricted to EX* this yields 
Tilson’s definition of bonded path identity). 
Theorem 7.4. Any nontrivial C-variety V is dejined by a set of bonded pseudo-identities. 
Proof. By [21, Theorem 8.11 V contains 81. Now tl itself is defined by the bonded 
identity (xaa; a = l,), so from now on assume V # tl. Let (X; u = u) be any pseudo- 
identity. Let the bonded normal forms (Section 6) of u and v, relative to the subgraph 
Y = supp(u)usupp(u), be, respectively, 
u = uot1 . . . t,u,, v = U@l . . . spvp 
We show that V satisfies (X; u = V) if any only if r = p, ti = si, 1 I 1 2 r, and for 
0 I i I r, V satisfies (Yi; ui = Vi), where Yi = ~upp(u)usupp(u) is strongly connected. 
Sufficiency is straightforward. 
Conversely, suppose first that there is a transition edge t in Y that is not in both 
supp(u) and supp(u); say t E supp(u). Since V # 81, V contains a monoid M, regarded 
as a category with one vertex m, containing n # 1,. Map I/X to m, map the edge t of 
X to n and map all other edges to 1,. Then (since transition edges cannot be repeated), 
the map’s extension to 8* sends u to n and v to 1,. But M satisfies (X; u = u) and is 
therefore trivial, contradicting the assumption. Hence u and t’ contain the same 
transition edges, r = p and ti = Si, 1 I i 5 r. 
Now let u, --f u, u, + v, as in the definition of the bonded normal forms, where we 
may assume that for all n 2 1, u,, v, E X*, a,, = u,Otl t u ... r n*> v, = unotl . . tp,,,., each 
in bonded normal form with respect o Y, supp(u,) = supp(u), supp(u,) = supp(v) and 
also that for 1 I i s r, U,i + Ui and U,i + Ui. By [21, proposition lO.S], each ( Yi; 
U,i = U,i) is bonded, whence each (Yi; Ui = Vi) is a bonded pseudo-identity. It remains 
to show it is satisfied in V. It will be useful to isolate the following result. 
Lemma 7.5. Let u, o E 8*, where X is$nite, and suppose {u,}, {v,} are sequences in X* 
converging to u, v, respectively. A finite category C satisjies (X; u = v) if and only if it 
eventually satisfies {(X; u, = vJ}. 
Proof. Letf E B(X, C), extending tof* and! in the usual way. Since lim u, = u in 8*, 
limuj= uf^in C, where u”f*= u,f*; but C is discrete so eventually {unf*} takes the 
value uf^and similarly for {v”f*}. Now C satisfies the pseudo-identity (X; u = v) if and 
only if uf*= vJ;* if and only if C eventually satisfies the sequence {(X; u, = vn)} of 
identities. 0 
Returning to the proof of the theorem, let C E V, so that C satisfies (X; u = u) and 
thus eventually satisfies {(X; u, = v,,)>. By Tilson’s proof [21, “Case 2”, page 1421, 
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C eventually satisfies { (Yi; U”i = U,i)] for each i, and thus satisfies (Yi; ZQ = Vi) for each i, 
completing the proof. 
Not surprisingly, it is possible to write down a self-contained proof of the theorem 
simply by incorporating Tilson’s methods at the appropriate points. An alternative 
proof, also dependent on Tilson’s theorem, generalizes Higgins’ proof [6] of the 
monoid case of Theorem 7.3 to categories, taking as the starting point the fact that 
every C-variety is eventually defined by a sequence of bonded path identities. 
We remark finally that everything in this section may be straightforwardly “relativ- 
ized”, i.e. stated within a given C-variety V, rather than within C itself, by applying the 
isomorphism theorems or by simply repeating the arguments. 
8. Connections with M-varieties 
In this section we exemplify the results of the preceding one by exploring the 
connections between profinite categories and profinite monoids. Recall from Section 2 
the association of an M-variety MV with each C-variety V, and the association of 
C-varieties gN and /N with each M-variety N. 
A monoid is profinite if it is an inverse limit of finite monoids. Under the corres- 
pondence between monoids and loop (one-vertex) categories, and applying Theorem 
4.1, profinite monoids correspond to profinite one-vertex categories. Thus our theory 
encompasses that of profinite monoids. Similarly, the notions of N-profinite comple- 
tion, pseudofree monoid on a set X, over the M-variety, N, etc., may be independently 
defined, or just regarded as one-vertex specializations of the category definitions. In 
particular, the pseudofree monoids over an M-variety N appear as a consequence of 
the following (by choosing V such that MV = N). 
Proposition 8.1. Let V be a C-variety and let X be a nonempty set, regarded as a loop 
graph. Then the pseudofree category on X over V is (i.e. corresponds to) the pseudofree 
monoid on the set X, over MV. 
Pseudofree monoids have been studied intensively by Almeida [l], in particular, in 
the guise of “monoids of implicit operations”. The connection will be made explicit, as 
an instance of the categorical connection, in Section 9. 
We now consider the relationship between profinite categories and profinite mono- 
ids more closely. Let X be a finite graph and let Y be the loop graph on the set E = EX. 
Denote by ‘lo : X + Y the faithful graph morphism that collapses the vertices of X and 
maps each edge to the corresponding loop in Y. There exists a unique morphism 
yo*:x* + Y* such that ix;rlg = ~$r, and a unique continuous extension of rg to 
q = fi,:X* + Y* (identifying X* with (X*) and Y* with (Y*), as in previous 
sections). 
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Lemma 8.2. In the notation above, for each continuous morphism $:X* -+ M to 
a profinite monoid M there exists a continous morphism x: p* + M such that nx = $. 
Proof. Let ,f: Y + M be the morphism that is ~0 ‘ix@ on EY and let f: p* + M be 
the continuous morphism such that iyf*=,f Now ixy,f*= n,,irf= nof= ix$. By The- 
orem 6.3, nf^= $. 
Proposition 8.3. In the notation above, the continuous morphism n : .?* + p* is 
a topological embedding when restricted to homsets (and is therefore,faithful); Y* is 
isomorphic with 8*, the pseudofree monoid on E = EX. 
Proof. The second statement follows from Proposition 8.1. Since ‘1 is continuous and 
closed, both the topological embedding property and the categorical faithfulness will 
follow from injectivity on homsets. Thus suppose u, v are distinct, coterminal edges of 
X*. Then there is an open congruence p on X* that separates u and v. Now it is well 
known that every finite category divides a finite monoid (see [21, 3.111). Hence there 
exist a finite category F, a finite monoid M, a quotient morphism cx: F --+ X*/p and 
a faithful morphism fl: F + M. By [21, Proposition 6.41, there is a morphism 
y: X* -+ F such that ( )p = yr. By Theorem 5.7, there is a continuous morphism 
9 : 8 * + F such that PC! = p. Applying Lemma 8.2, there exists a continuous morphism 
x: Y* -+ M such that ~1 = y*b. Now faithfulness of p, in combination with the above 
equations, yields uq # vq. IJ 
Recall that if V is a C-variety then -v denotes the closed congruence on X* such 
that 8*/ -v E 2:. We use the analogous notation for M-varieties; thus if E and Y are 
as above, I?*/ =Mv E E&v, corresponding to the category isomorphism 
?*/ =v z 9:. To emphasize that ?* is essentially a monoid, we abuse notation 
slightly by writing p*/ =Mv (and ?&). 
Theorem 8.4. Let X be a finite-vertex graph, Y the loop graph with edge set E = EX 
and n : r?* + ?* thefaithful morphism of Proposition 8.3. For any M-variety N, we have 
=gN = l%,--N> as congruences on 2*. Hence there is a continuous morphism 
YjN :s& + pi, which is also a topological embedding when restricted to homsets (and is 
therefore also faithful). 
Proof. The morphisms are as in Fig. 1. 
The composite q =N: x* -+ P&( = 9:~) is a continuous morphism to a gN- 
profinite category. By Proposition 52(ii), X*/y =N is gN-profinite and hence by 
Theorem 6.4 a quotient of r?& y b some closed congruence. Thus =gN E pq _. To 
prove the converse it suffices by Proposition 5.8 to show that pV _ c B for every open 
gN-congruence o on X*. By Theorem 5.3, cr = -p for some gN-congruence p on 8*, 
and X*/a z X*/p. Since X*/p E gN, there is a monoid N E N divided by X*,/p. By 
[21, Proposition 6.51 there exists a morphism p: X* + N such that pp G p. Let 
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Fig. 1. 
1; be the unique continuous extension of p to X*. By Theorem 5.7, pi = wP, G -P = g. 
Now, applying Lemma 8.2 to fi, there is a morphism x: f* -+ N such that qx = fi. 
Since N EN, p*lp,~N, whence EN c px. We therefore obtain pq EN C P,,~ 
= pi G O, as required. 
The morphism VN in the final statement is 8, +,, in our usual factorization of y EN. 
The main consequence of the theorem is a description of the pseudo-identities 
satisfied in gN in terms of those satisfied in N. 
Corollary 8.5. In the notation of the theorem, gN satisfies a category pseudoidentity 
(X; u = u) if and only if N satisfies the monoid pseudo-identity (Y; uyl = vu). 
Proof. Apply Proposition 7.2 to zsN on X* and to =gN ( = EN) on P* ( = ErZ)*, as 
a monoid). 0 
Another consequence is a simple description of gN-profinite categories. Let us say 
that a profinite category C projinitely divides another D if there is a profinite category 
B, a continuous categorically quotient morphism I3 -+ C and a continuous faithful 
morphism B -+ D. 
Corollary 8.6. Let N be an M-variety. A finite-vertex projinite category C is gN- 
projinite if and only if C projinitely divides an N-projinite monoid. 
Proof. Suppose C is gN-profinite. By Theorem 6.4 there is a graph X and a continu- 
ous quotient morphism X& + C; and by Theorem 8.4 a continuous faithful mor- 
phism y]N :%;N + f;. 
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Conversely, suppose C is profinite and profinitely divides a monoid that is N- 
profinite - whence gN-profinite. Then apply Proposition 5.2. 0 
Before presenting some specific examples of pseudo-identities for C-varieties gN, we 
treat those of the form [N. Recall that N is local if gN = [N. In that case pseudo- 
identities can be easily found. First, however, we provide an analogue of Corollary 8.6. 
Proposition 8.7. Let N be an M-variety. A j&e-vertex profinite category C is dN- 
projinite if and only if each of its local monoids is N-profinite. 
Proof. Suppose C is eN-profinite. Now since C is the inverse limit of some inverse 
quotient system of categories in [N, restriction to the local monoids yields each as an 
inverse limit of an inverse quotient system of monoids in N. 
Conversely, suppose each local monoid C(c) is N-profinite. Let p E OCon C. For 
each c E I/C, EC(c) is an open subset of EC, so the restriction pee,, belongs to 
OCon C(c), whence C(c)/pc., E N. Since (C(p))(c) E C(c)/pcl,,, C/p E [N. By Theorem 
5.1, C is [N-profinite. 0 
Theorem 8.8. Let N be an M-variety with basis C = {ui = vi)icl of pseudo-identities, 
where for each i, there is some$nite set Ei such that ui, vi E .!I?*. Regard each 8: as the 
one-vertex projiniinite category ?F over the loop graph Yi. Then Cc = { ( Yi; ui = vi): i E I} 
is a basis of bonded pseudo-identities for the C-variety &‘N. 
Proof. This is clear from the equivalence (a) o (b) of Proposition 7.2, applied to [N, 
its analogue for M-varieties and the connection implied by Proposition 8.1. 0 
We illustrate Corollary 8.5 and Theorem 8.8 by interpreting some known results in 
these terms. In a sequel we will apply these methods to new M-varieties. 
The first cases we examine are equation& a C-variety V (and similarly an M- 
variety) is equational if it is defined by identities, that is, pseudo-identities (X; u = v) in 
which U, v E X*. For example, the M-variety J1 is defined by the identities xy = yx, 
x2 = x. By Theorem 8.8, dJ1 is defined by the bonded identities (ax, y; xy = yx), 
(3 x; x2 = x). By Simon’s Lemma (cf. Section 6), gJ1 = [J,. Similar arguments apply 
to the M-variety of bands, defined by x2 = x. 
The M-variety Corn is defined by the identity xy = yx. Identities for Kom follows 
as above. However gCom # &Corn and gCom is in fact defined by the bonded identity 
(a; xyz = zyx) (by [ZO], as interpreted in [21, p. 1601). 
<ow we consider some non-equational M-varieties, first of the local kind. By [21] 
every non-trivial M-variety H consisting of groups (i.e. every “pseudovariety” of 
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groups) is local; the corresponding C-varieties gH = fH are the C-varieties of 
groupoids, pseudo-identities following from Theorem 8.8. A pseudo-identity defining 
the M-variety G of all finite groups is xw = 1, where xm is the element (~~)~~c~,,(~)* of 
{XT with up the idempotent power of xp in the monoid {x)*/p, p E Con(x)*; i.e. 
x0 = lim x”!. Treating {x> as a one-vertex graph, (3x; x0 = 1) defines gG = [G. In 
fact for any graph X and any loop u of X* (that is, member of some local monoid of 
X*), u” is defined similarly (or as the image of x0’ under the obvious morphism 
(xs‘* + rz*). 
Next we consider the M-variety CR of completely regular monoids (i.e. those that 
are unions of subgroups). By [lo], CR is local. A pseudo-identity defining CR is 
x0 = x. Thus (3x; xw = x) is a bonded pseudo-identity defining GCR and therefore 
gCR. The proof in [S] was based on the varietal analogue of Corollary 8.5. Locality of 
J1 and the description of gCom described above may be proved similarly. Applica- 
tions of Corollary 8.5 itself will provide new results of a similar nature. 
An M-variety that has played an important role in semigroup theory is J, compris- 
ing those monoids on which Green’s relation f is d. This M-variety is eventually 
defined by the sequence of identities { (xy) x = (xy)” = y(xy)“}. (For this and other 
properties of J see [14].) Corresponding pseudo-identities for J are (xy)“x = (xy)” 
= y(xy)“. (See [l] or simply apply Lemma 7.5 in the one-vertex case.) Pseudo- 
identities for eJ follow. A deep result of Knast [11] shows that J is not local and 
characterizes membership in gJ. [21, p. 1611 turned Knast’s theorem (about which 
more in Section 10) into a basis of bonded identities that eventually defined gJ. 
Applying Lemma 7.5 once more yields the basis (,A. (xy)“xw(zw)” = (xy)“(zw)“) of 
bonded pseudo-identities for gJ. w’ 
9. Implicit operations on categories 
Reiterman [ 163 introduced implicit operations for arbitrary universal algebras and 
showed that every pseudovariety of algebras is defined by equations of implicit 
operations. Almeida has explored this concept in depth, for algebras in general and, in 
particular, for semigroups and monoids [l]. We introduce the category of implicit 
operations over a C-variety V, on a graph X, and show it is isomorphic to the 
pseudofree category over V on X. 
Throughout this section X will be a finite-vertex graph and V a C-variety. Emulating 
[l], we denote the category ofimplicit operations over V, on X, by sZxV. Its underlying 
graph is defined as follows: 1/Q2,V = I/X and for x, y E T/X, an edge c( : x + y is a family 
(k4)A E v of functions CI~ : 9(X, A) + _&I, with fkA E A(xf; yf), f~ 9(X, A), satisfying: if 
4 : A -+ B is a V-morphism then (f4)ccB = (f~~)&~ for allf E 3(X, A). The operations on 
QxV are defined pointwise. Thus if a = (c(~): x -+ y and /I: (PA): y --f z then 
UP = (~ABA), wheref(@)A = (f~(~)(fP.&f~ 9(X, A); and for each x E I’X, 1, = ((lx)A) 
is given by f(l& = l,,. It is straightforward to prove that m is a category. 
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The projection associated with an edge a of X is the edge 12 = (ai) : at + ah in Q,V 
defined by fa: = af A E V, f E 9(X, A). It is clear that a graph morphism X + QxV 
may be defined by mapping I/X identically to T/QxV and mapping edges a to 
projections aa. This morphism may be extended to a category morphism X* = sZxV. 
Its image is a subcategory, the category QxV of explicit operations over V, on X. Thus 
the explicit operations take the form me, where e E EX* and if A E V and f E 9(X, A), 
fsl> = ef *, where f * :X* + A is such that ixf * =J 
Theorem 9.1. Let V be a C-variety and X a finite-vertex graph. Then 52xV g Xc. 
Under the isomorphism, the category QxV of explicit operations corresponds to (X*)v 
and thus is isomorphic to the free category on X in the variety generated by V. 
Proof. Define @: QxV -+ Xc identically on vertices and, for r E EQxV and 
G E Con vX*, by 
If p G CJ in ConvX* then a/p :X*/p +X*/a is a V-morphism such that 
(ixp)(a/p) = ixa. Applying th e e ni ion of implicit operation, d fi ‘t’ 
(a@), = (M)+io = ((ixp)(alp))c+*,, = (ixp)~x*i,(alp) = (r@),(alp)3 
i.e. cc@ E Ex$. It is easily verified that @ is a morphism. 
Conversely, define Y: 2; -+ QxV identically on vertices and, for u = (u,) E X:, 
AEV andfE??(X, A), 
f (a Y), = a+ %,r* 2 
in the usual notation of this paper (so that pf*%/ = f *). Since A E V, X*/f * 
= X*/ps* E V. To show UY E EQ,V, let A E V and f E 9(X, A). If U: x + y then 
up,, : x + y also and UP,,%~* : xf + yJ: Thus UY : x + y. Let 4 : A -+ B be a morphism. 
Then f4 : X + B, (f4)* : X* -+ B and, since fc$ = ixf *d, (f4)* = f *4. It follows 
that pf* c pv4,*. Now UP,.(PU$,*/P~,) = w+I~)* and so (fdWY)B = UP,(~,. 8 (fbf* = 
~P~.(P~~s,*/PS*) %,/v But 
Pf*(P~r~,*IPf*)%,fm)* = P~f$u*%~f~)* = (f$)* =f *4 = Pf*%s*b 
Being a quotient morphism, ps* is left cancellable, whence (P$~,/P~*)%(~+)* = %,*$J 
and (f$)Wb = UP,.%& =f (u’J7.4 as required. Again it is easily verified that Y is 
a morphism. 
To show @ and Y are mutually inverse, first let u E EX: and let a E Con vX*. Then, 
noting that (ixa)* = a and pO = a, we obtain 
(uY@), = (ixa)(uY)xtiO = u,%, = u, 
Conversely, let a E QxV, A E V and f E 3(X, A). Then f (a@Y), = (a@)p,,%,* = 
(i,pf*)ax*ip,, es*. Since %,t : X*/ps* + A is a graph morphism, the characteristic 
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property of implicit operations yields 
f(a@Y), = (i,pf:Of*)aA = (ixf*)KA =faA. 
Finally, let e E EX*. Then (a”@), = (ix~)cx$*,, = e(ixa)* = ea. Hence cr’@ = (e)v and 
(&VP = (X*)v. 0 
Corollary (to the proof). Every implicit operation in sZxV is determined by its values 
(iXpf*)uX*,+ at the natural maps, on the quotients of8* lying in V. More precisely, for 
AEV,fE3(X,A), 
fa.4 = (ixp/*)ax*lp,. d,*, 
where f * is the extension off to X*, factoring as pf*O,*. 
The connections between categories and monoids, interpreted as one-vertex catego- 
ries, which were explored in Section 8, show that for any set E and corresponding loop 
graph Y, sZYV E P$ z P&V E L?,MV, the latter corresponding to the monoid of 
implicit operations over MV, on E. It is easy to make the isomorphism explicit: when 
the definition of m is restricted to MV, as the corollary allows us to do, it yields the 
definition of QyMV found in [l]. 
We proceed to a comparison of the topologies on QxV and 2:. First QxV is 
embedded in a product category, in a manner generalizing [l]. To avoid the appear- 
ance of proper classes, choose a transversal V0 of the isomorphism classes of V. Define 
IC:!&V+I~,.,~~~A ‘(x, ‘I, as follows. 
For x E I/X, define XK by f (x& = xf and for CI = (c(,J E EQxV, define a~ by 
f (cIIc)A = fxA, for all A E V,, and f E 3(X, A). That K is a morphism is easily verified and 
that it is faithful is clear. To show K is injective on vertices, consider the quotient 
morphism y : X* + X*/y = A, say, where y is the coterminality congruence. Since A is 
a finite trivial category, it belongs to I c V. We may assume it belongs to VO. Suppose 
x, y E I/X and XK = ylc. Then (XIC)~ = (YIC)~ and thus x(ixv) = y(ixy). But y is quotient, 
so x = y. We have proved: 
Theorem 9.2. The graph morphism K, defined above, is an embedding of QxV in 
n AEV,A”(X,A! 0 
Remark. Let P denote the product in the theorem. The image of Em in EP consists 
of those edges /3 = (PA) satisfying ( fc$)pB = (fpA)+E for all morphisms 4: A -+ B in 
V and all f E 59(X, A). Corresponding to the projections ae, e E EX are the “edge 
projections” rre E EP, where for A E VO and f E 3(X, A), fn’ = eJ: Notice that the 
corresponding set of “vertex projections” r?’ E I/P, where fn” = xf; x E I/X, is the 
image in I/P of all of A~~V. One might entertain the idea of “implicit vertex opera- 
tions”: those vertices rr = (n4) of P satisfying (f$) ng = ( fnA)& for all V-morphisms 
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4 : A -+ B and allf E 3(X, A). It can be shown, however, that each such 71 is necessarily 
of the form xx for some x E VX. 
Assuming that each A E V, is discretely topologized, that each ,4”‘(X%A’ has the 
product topology and that P is endowed with the product of those topologies, QxV 
inherits a topology through the embedding K in P. It may be verified that this 
topology, (i.e. the topology on its edge set) is just the weak topology for the functions 
$A: El&V + EA, CI$~ = uA, A E V. The sets of the form b(a, A) = {b E E&V: pjx 
and PA = aA}, cx E E!&V, A E V, are a base for this topology. 
Theorem 9.3. Let X be a$nite graph and V a C-variety. Then the isomorphisms between 
QxV and z:, in Theorem 9.1, are homeomorphisms, where theformer has the topology 
defined above and the latter has the projnite topology. 
Proof. Let B(r, A) be a basic open set of ClxV. Let u = (u,) E E_%$, coterminal with z@. 
Then 
u E B(a, A)@ o (uY)~ = txA 
0 (UY)A = (CUDY), 
G .I$‘% = f(c@f’)~ v.f E 9(X, A) 
0 up,*0/* = (a@)p,*8,* v.fe 3(X, A) 
0 up,. = (cc@)+ kf_f~ 3(X, A), 8,. being faithful. 
Hence B(a, A)@ = f-j {[a@] _f*:fe 3(X, A)}. Since X and A are finite, 3(X, A) is 
finite and so B(cc, A)@ is a finite intersection of basic open sets of 2: (see Section 6). 
Conversely, let [u], be a basic open set of _%$, where u E Eg$ and p E Con vX*. Let 
,8 = (PA) E QxV, coterminal with uY. Then 
BE [lul,Y - /j@E [Iul, 
- W), = UP 
* (ixp)Px*i, = up. 
For such a p, let 6 E B(P, X*/p). Thus 6,*,, = pxalP and (ixp)Sx*,P = (ixp)/3x*,p = u,,. 
Hence B(P, X*/p) c [u], and [u], is open in Q,V. lJ 
The category QxV, X finite, carries a natural metric, generalizing that on monoids 
of implicit operations ([l], see also [16]): for a, p E EQxV let 
r(a, B) = co 
if c( = p, 
min{ IEAI: @A # a_,,} otherwise 
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Similarly to Theorem 5.10, d is an ultrametric on QxV that induces its topology. By 
that theorem and Theorem 9.3, this metric is equivalent to that induced by the metric 
on 8:. It is an interesting exercise to prove this fact directly. 
Finally, it is of course now clear that all the results in Sections 668 apply to 
QxV, when appropriately translated. Since the main raison d’etre of implicit opera- 
tions is the application of pseudo-identities we will show that the translation of 
satisfaction of pseudo-identities defined in Section 6 coincides with the natural 
extension to categories of that defined by [l] for monoids. A pseudo-identity (of 
implicit operations) is an equation (X; CY = fl), where X is a finite graph and a and p are 
coterminal edges of Q,$. A finite category A satisjes (X; CY = p) if aA = PA. 
Proposition 9.4. Let X be afinite graph. Afinite category A satisjes the pseudo-identity 
(X; u = u), as defined in Section 7, if and only zf it satisjes the pseudo-identity 
(X; uY = vlu) of implicit operations. 
Proof. Let U, v E EX:. Then 
A satisfies (X; u = v) o UQ, = IQ,., Vf E 3(X, A), by Lemma 7.1, 
oup,.e,* = Up,*0f*, Vf E 9(X, A), t3,* being faithful, 
Of (u’% =f(uW,, vf~ 9(X, A) 
o (uW.4 = (tw,4 
o A satisfies (X; UY = uY). 0 
Corollary 9.5. The C-varieties are precisely the classes ofjnite categories defined by 
sets of (bonded) pseudo-identities of implicit operations. 
Proof. Apply Theorems 7.3 and 7.4, defining “bonded” similarly to the fashion of 
Section 7. 0 
10. Recognizable languages in categories 
As mentioned in the introduction, Therien, in particular, has argued that the 
appropriate place to study automata and language is within the framework of graph 
and category theory. [19] calls a set L of edges in a free category X* a language (over 
the graph X) and proves that L is “regular”, in a sense generalizing that for free 
monoids, if and only if L is a union of classes of some finite-index congruence, which 
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we naturally term “recognizable”. The authors also prove analogues of Schiitzenber- 
ger’s theorem on star-free languages and Eilenberg’s variety theorem, yielding 
a one-one correspondence between C-varieties and “*-varieties” of languages over 
graphs (see [14] for the semigroup/monoid versions). 
Almeida [l] described recognizability relative to an M-variety N in terms of the 
monoids flxV of implicit operations over finite generating sets. We now describe 
recognizability in categories in terms of pseudofree categories. Since we may just as 
easily work within profinite completions we do so. 
So let V be a C-variety and C a finite-vertex category. We say a subset L of EC is 
V-recognizable if it is saturated by (i.e. is a union of classes of) some V-congruence on 
C. For example, each homset of C is V-recognizable for any V (since the coterminality 
congruence is an I-congruence and thus a V-congruence for any V). The syntactic 
congruence Pr. of a subset L of C is the largest congruence on C that saturates L. 
Similarly to the monoid case, coterminal edges u, v of C are P,-related if and only if 
aub E L o avb E L, for all a, b E EC such that (a, u), (u, b) Dc. The following result is 
routine. 
Lemma 10.1. Let L c EC. The following are equivalent: 
(a) L is V-recognizable; 
(b) the intersection of L with each homset of C is V-recognizable; 
(c) there is a morphism 4 : C + D, for some D E V, such that L = M& ’ for some 
M c ED; 
(d) Pr. is a V-congruence. 
Before our main theorem, we make an observation about “topological” recogniz- 
ability in categories. 
Proposition 10.2. Let C be afinite-vertex category and V a C-variety. The following are 
equivalent for a subset L of Cv: 
(a) L is saturated by some open V-congruence on Cv; 
(b) Pr_ is an open V-congruence; 
(c) PL = Iv0 for some V-congruence on C; 
(d) L is clopen. 
Proof. (a) * (b): Any congruence that contains an open V-congruence is again such 
a congruence. 
(b) * (c). Apply Theorem 5.3. 
(c) * (d). Each class of Pt. is now clopen and L is a finite union of such classes. 
(d) 3 (a). The equivalence whose classes are L and its complement is open, if L is 
clopen. By Lemma 4.2, it contains an open V-congruence -b for some 
aEConvC. 0 
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Our main theorem describes V-recognizability of languages in the image (C)v of 
C in Cv only (similarly to the situation in monoids), unless, of course, the morphism ( ) 
is an embedding. 
Theorem 10.3. Let V be a C-variety, C ajnite-vertex category and L a set of edges of 
(Cb. Then L is V-recognizable if and only if L is open in cv and L is closed (in the 
induced topology). In that case L = En(C)” and Pz - E, 
Proof. We abbreviate ( )V to ( ). Suppose L is open and L is closed. Since 17 is clopen, 
by the previous proposition and Theorem 5.3, Pr. = -b = (a), where cr is the restriction 
to (C) of Pz. We show (a) saturates L. So let u E L and v E E(C) be such that (u, v) E (a). 
Since u E z and (a) E Pz, u E L. From closure of L in E(C) a standard argument gives 
L = LnE(C). Hence v E L. Now (C)/(o) g C/a E V, so L is V-recognizable. Moreover, 
Pr. = (0) c pL. 
Conversely, suppose L is V-recognizable. Then Pr. is a V-congruence on (C), 
induced by some V-congruence pL, say, on C; i.e., for U, v E (C), u PL v if and only if 
u = vpL. Let u E L n (C). By Lemma 5.4, up, = bp,forsomebEB,whereB=L( )-I. 
Hence u PL(b). Since (b) E L, u E L. Therefore, EnE(C) = L and L is closed in (C). 
To complete the proof we show that PL saturates L. For then fi 2 PI. = (pL) = wpL, 
(by Theorem 5.3) whence, by the first part of the proof, Pr = P and L is open (by the 
previous proposition). So let u E L, v E Ecv and suppose (u, v) E K = (pL) = -pL, i.e. 
UP, = VP,. Let t E Con vC and for convenience put Z’ = z np,. By Lemma 5.4 again, 
u,, = bz’, for some b E B. Similarly, since (C) is dense in Cv, v,, = c7’ for some c E EC. Since 
7’ c pL and upL = vpL we obtain bp, = cpL, i.e. (b) PL (c). Since (b) E L, (c) E L and c E B. 
By similar reasoning, v, = c7 so by Lemma 5.4 once more, v E L, as required. 0 
By simple topological arguments it can be shown that the conditions for V- 
recognizability, in the theorem, are equivalent to each of the following: L is open and 
L = En E(C)“; L = F nE(C)v for some clopen subset F of Ecv. 
The pre-eminent case is of course that when C = X*, for X some finite-vertex 
graph. Recall that (X*)v is denoted X$ = (= X* var(v)). Thus the following corollary 
describes V-recognizability within X :, and describes V-recognizability within X* 
itself only when V generates the variety of all categories. Observe that a consequence 
of these results (cf. [l]) is that the closures of the V-recognizable languages in X$ form 
a base of clopen sets for the profinite topology on r?:. 
Theorem 10.4. Let V be a C-variety, X ajinite-vertex graph and L a set of edges in 
X$. Then L is V-recognizable if and only if L is open and L is closed. 
A concerted study of V-recognizable languages over graphs would be very worth- 
while. Here we concentrate on C-varieties of the form gN, where N is an M-variety, as 
in Section 8. We first consider further the morphism v : _f* -+ p* of Proposition 8.3. 
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Proposition 10.5. Let X be ajinite graph and Y the corresponding loop graph. Then 
X*v] is (C)-recognizable, X*u = 8*qn Y* and q is an open mapping. 
Proof. Since q is a closed mapping (on edge sets) and X* is dense in X*, X*q = X*9. 
Consider the graph X as a finite automaton with input set EY = EX. For any 
x, y E I/X, the language over Y accepted by this automaton, with start state x and 
accepting state y, is just X*(x, y)~. Hence X*q is recognizable. Applying the previous 
theorem, X*n is open and X*v = X*q n Y *. Since q is recognizable. Applying the 
previous theorem, X*q is open and X*~I = X*yn Y*. Since ye is a topological 
embedding, when restricted to homsets, it easily follows that it is open. 0 
Note that if N is an M-variety and VN: X.& -+ 91: is the faithful continuous 
morphism of Theorem 8.4 then a similar conclusion can be drawn as long as the 
transition monoid of the automaton in the proof belongs to N. Denote that monoid 
M(X). Now M(X) is a submonoid of M(T(X)), where T(X) is the complete graph on 
V = I/X, and the latter monoid is the Rees matrix monoid (or “Brandt monoid”) 
&‘(V, I/, I/; I)‘, where I is the I/ x V-identity matrix, (unless 1x1 = 1, when M(T(X)) 
is the two-element semilattice). This monoid is denoted BV in [21], where it is shown 
that BY divides a direct product of copies of B,(BV with ( VI = 2), the six-element 
Brandt monoid. 
Proposition 10.6. In the terminology of the preceding proposition, suppose N is an 
M-variety containing B2. Then X& is V-recognizable, X& qN = g&n Yg and qN is 
an open mapping. 
Proof. The syntactic morphism Y* + M(X) implicit in the proof of the preceding 
proposition factors through = N, since by hypothesis M(X) E N. Using the proof of 
Theorem 8.4, X,*N~N = (X*q) GN and the induced morphism Yg --) M(X) therefore 
recognizes X&v:. q 
Recall from Section 8 that q: denotes the unique extension of qo: X + Y to X*. 
Clearly, q restricts to rg. Denote by (?,?g)N : X&J + Y $ the analogous restriction of VN. 
Theorem 10.7. Let X be afinite graph and Y the corresponding loop monoid. A subset 
L of EX* is recognizable ifand only ifL qz is recognizable in Y*. More generally, if N 
is any M-variety that contains B2, a subset L of EX: is gN-recognizable if and only 
if L(qz)N is N-recognizable in Y&. 
Proof. Let L c EX*. By Lemma 10.1, we may assume that L is contained in a single 
homset. By Theorem 10.4 and the remarks that follow Theorem 10.3, L is recognizable 
if and only if i; is open and L = LnX*. By Proposition 10.5, L is open if and only 
- 
if Lq is open, where since r] is a closed mapping, Lq = Lq. From faithfulness, 
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L=LnX* if and only if Lq = Lq nX*y. But LgnX*y = Eqn Y*, since 
X*q n Y* = X*q. So L = i;nX* if and only if Lq = Lynx*, that is, L is recogniz- 
able in X* if and only if Ly is recognizable in Y*. But yz is the restriction of q to X*. 
A similar proof applies if B2 E N. 0 
It would be of interest to know if the theorem is true for all M-varieties N. [19] used 
somewhat similar techniques to the above proof to derive the results cited at the 
beginning of the section. 
11. Semigroupoids 
By rights this paper should constitute a study of semigroupoids (“categories 
without identities”), whose relationship to semigroups is that of categories to mono- 
ids. We have not followed that path for three reasons: the first is that categories are 
much more familiar to all readers; the second is that in many instances where 
semigroupoids might seem to be called for in applications to semigroup theory, 
suitable adjunction of identities allows categories to be used after all; the third is that 
almost all the results of this paper may be translated mutatis mutandi into results in 
semigroupoid theory ~ the identity edges play virtually no role. 
In this section, therefore, we merely define the appropriate concepts and point out 
places where care must be taken with the translation or, in one or two instances, the 
translation cannot be made. For a brief introduction to the topic, see Appendix B 
of [21]. 
Our definitions are essentially those in Section 1, omitting all mention of identity 
edges. Thus a semigroupoid is a graph C = (V, E) together with a map m : DC + E such 
that (u, v)mh = vh and (u, v)mt = ut, for (u, v) E Dc, and if (u, v), (v, w) E Dc then 
((u, v)m, w)m = (u, (v, w)m)m. The notion of morphism of semigroupoids is clear. 
Following [21] a variety of semigroupoids is a class of such objects that is closed 
under division, products and coproducts (i.e. “disjoint union”); pseudovarieties are 
defined analogously. It was shown in [21] that every pseudovariety of semigroupoids 
is eventually defined by connected identities. An identity in this context is an equation 
(X; u = v) where X is a finite graph and u and v are coterminal paths in the free 
semigroupoid X* on X (i.e. the free category without its empty paths); the identity is 
connected if X is connected. It was also shown there that one cannot always choose 
x = supp(u) u supp(v). 
A topologica/ semigroupoid is a topological graph C = (V, E) that is at the same time 
a semigroupoid in such a way that m : Dc + E is continuous. In general, the connection 
between I’ and E is more tenuous than in categories. For instance, E may be finite yet 
V infinite. However, under the blanket assumption of this paper, that all graphs have 
finite vertex sets, I/ is always discrete and all homsets are clopen, the coterminality 
congruence y is closed, and so on. 
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In fact, no problems arise in translation other than those associated with the 
bonded normal form (Section 6). Thus, although there is a semigroupoid analogue of 
Theorem 7.3 there is none of Theorem 7.4 (see the remarks above). 
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